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IN2
by Getinge

An ideal hospital environment ensures  
seamless workflows for practitioners with  
deep consideration for the patient’s experience. 
The Getinge IN2 Modular Room System is the 
IN-telligent and IN-tuitive solution for flexible 
workspaces and positive atmospheres in your 
OR, ICU, and CSSD.

Trust the design experts at Getinge to help you 
carefully balance your current needs with the 
flexibility to accommodate future technologies.

Getinge IN2: Building for today and tomorrow.
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Experienced teams  
with dynamic solutions
You need a trusted partner with the knowledge, 
resources, and experience to guide you through 
your project. We can help.

With nearly two centuries’ experience in hospitals 
around the world, Getinge knows healthcare. 
Your local team specializes in optimizing health-
care facilities with high hygienic requirements. 
Together, we’ll maximize the return on your  
investment and help your staff do what they do 
best: focus on patients without distractions.

Trust our experience:

• 50 years of modular room installations
• More than 6,000 modular ORs  

installed worldwide
• More than 1,500 Hybrid ORs installed  

in 68 countries
• Local service and support in more  

than 50 countries
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Tailored to you
Don’t settle for a one-size-fits-all solution.  

Getinge specializes in offering complete,  
single-source concepts that are tailored  
precisely to your technical, economic, and  
local requirements. We will work with you  
to develop a flexible solution designed to  
evolve with the rapidly changing healthcare  
environment to maximize ROI.

Let us guide you through every stage, from  
consulting and planning through installation  
and initial operation.

Total solutions Project implementation
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• Clinical workflow 
optimization

• Consultancy

• Total equipment 
solutions from  
Getinge portfolio

• Modular rooms
• OR integration
• Core products

• Production
• Shipping and logistics
• Aligning with 3rd party 

suppliers (MEP) on 
production timeline

• Room design  
and planning

• 3D simulations

• Site measurements
• Shop drawings
• Timeline management
• Production, logistics 

and installation 
management

• Interaction with 
medical packagers, 
planners and 
consultants

• Installation
• Training of  

hospital staff
• Warranty
• Maintenance
• Testing and 

commissioning

Comprehensive guidance
Whether you’re building a new facility or remodeling an existing space, we can provide 
comprehensive guidance and a consultative approach from start to finish. We are the 
only provider offering complete modular room solutions that improve functional and

safe working environments in OR, ICU and CSSD. We work with you to integrate 
equipment, technology, and clinical logistics resources to optimize workflows  
and improve experiences.

Total solutions

Consultancy  
and workflow Equipment ProductionRoom

Project 
management Installation

Project implementation
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Typical modular project timeline

Total solutions Project implementation
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- Plan resources according to construction site schedule
- Estimated timeline only; consult with your Getinge rep for project specifics

* Exact timing to be shared by MEP contractor
** Assuming that the main ducts and cable tray are already installed once MEP in the OR starts 

Shop  
drawing  

approval
Handover

Substructure 
production

7 weeks

Rest of items production

Rest of items 
installation

Substructure 
installation

Rest of items 
shipment

Testing and 
commissioning

Substructure 
shipment

MEP works
Phase 2

Not in  
Getinge scope*

MEP works
Phase 1

Not in 
Getinge scope*

Between 10 to 14  
weeks depending on item

4 weeks by sea or 1 
week by air

4 weeks by sea or 1 
week by air

2–3 days per room 
considering a team of  

2 fitters and 1 helper 
per room

23 days  
per room and team 3 days per OR

Estimated time per OR: 

3 days 

Estimated time per OR:  

10–14 days** 

Multi-room projects are 
installed sequentially. 

Estimate 10–14 days per 
room. Example: 3 rooms 

in 30–42 days.



Getinge IN2 at a glance
Choose a solution that optimizes your space to 
provide a functional and safe work environment 
– today and tomorrow.

The Getinge IN2 Modular Room System is the 
core of our project business. This high-quality,  
hygienic solution consists of a substructure, wall 
and ceiling elements, doors, and the optional  
integration of built-in elements that give you the 
flexibility to change and replace as needed. It is 
the flexible foundation for your hospital to grow 
and adapt to new technologies.

Trust Getinge to help you develop a future proof 
solution to maximize ROI.

Substructure: the base for everything located  
behind wall and ceiling elements

Ceiling including substructure

Wall Built-in elements Ventilation Door and glass elements

IN2 by Getinge | At a glance
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A flexible system  
for sensitive areas
Healthcare technology is evolving rapidly.  
Ensure that your rooms are configured to  
respond to changing trends.

Getinge IN2 is designed to build a pleasant,  
safe, and efficient work environment in sensitive 
areas. We’ll partner with you to develop plans 
that improve your existing ergonomics and  
workflows.

The high-quality wall components meet all  
common official fire, radiation, and laser  
protection requirements. The wall system is 
based on a solid, well-insulated substructure  
that integrates necessary technology while  
mitigating sound. Smooth and hygienic surfaces 
are easy to clean in sensitive areas such as  
the OR, ICU, and CSSD.

IN2 by Getinge | Getinge IN2 wall elements | Substructure | 3-parted system | Stainless steel | Glass walls | Solid surface | HPL walls | Printed wall elements
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The foundation for success
A successful room installation begins  
with a strong foundation.

The Getinge IN2 elements are mounted to a  
solid galvanized steel substructure. Floor rails,  
ceiling rails, and vertical mounts are used to mix, 
match, and mount all types of panels, including:

• Stainless steel
• High-pressure laminates (HPL)
• Glass
• Solid surface

Wall cavities are used for technical installations,  
and allow for trouble-free installation of:

• Medical gases
• Sanitary and electrical equipment
• Medical technology, including OR integration
• Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC)

Required fire partitions and lead protection can  
be installed behind the substructure.

IN2 by Getinge | Getinge IN2 wall elements | Substructure | 3-parted system | Stainless steel | Glass walls | Solid surface | HPL walls | Printed wall elements
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Customized systems
Easy installation and modification
With a flexible modular room system, you can  
be prepared for rapidly changing medical trends. 
The Getinge IN2 substructure makes it easy to 
change prefabricated modular components.

Initial installation
Getinge IN2 projects can be completed 40% faster 
than projects that use conventional construction 
materials, minimizing downtime. The prefabricated 
components minimize noise, dust, and disruption.

Simplified modernization
With Getinge IN2, hospitals can easily and cost- 
effectively modernize existing rooms to accom-
modate new technologies or infection control 
strategies, maximizing the return on investment. 
Whether your hospital needs to expand the 
CSSD, or add an imaging system to the surgical 
suite, Getinge IN2 makes the process easy to 
manage. Elements can be easily disassembled 
and reinstalled without special tools. 
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Hygienic walls  
for sensitive areas
Reduce the risk of hospital-acquired infection 
with easy-to-clean wall panels for sensitive 
hospital areas.

The stainless steel wall elements of the Getinge 
IN2 Modular Room System are powder coated 
with an infused antibacterial technology to meet 
the highest hygienic requirements. 

The standard 1,200 mm wide, three-part wall  
elements allow for full modularity and flexibility 
so you can customize and design every aspect  
of the OR, Hybrid OR, and CSSD. 

On-site cut-outs are possible to add outlets or 
accommodate additional monitors and resources.

Stainless steel wall panels are:

• Modular
• Flexible
• Antibacterial
• Easy-to-clean
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Attractive and  
functional accents
Create a welcoming and pleasant work space 
with glass wall accents. 

The Getinge IN2 portfolio includes an attractive 
frameless glass wall system. The glass panels are 
designed to work with the proven Getinge IN2 
substructure and are compatible with all existing 
Getinge modular room systems. Joints are opti-
cally and hygienically caulked with sealing tape, 
reducing the risk of hospital-acquired infection. 

The thermally toughened 900 mm-wide panels 
are custom produced to room height. The 10 mm 
thick single-pane safety glass (SSG) is resistant 
to extreme stresses and impacts and meets fire 
safety standards.

Aesthetic benefits include:
•  Colors printed on the back to protect against 

all cleaners, abrasives, and acids
• Can be single color coated or motif-printed
• Backlit with high-performance LEDs
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Innovative Solid  
surface designs
Bring design inspiration and color to patient- 
facing areas with Solid surface wall elements.

Hospital technicians can easily remove the  
durable wall elements for service, maintenance, 
or the future integration of new components to 
ensure the best possible ROI.

The material is highly resistant to microbial 
growth, stains, scratches, impacts, abrasion, 
moisture, bending, and exposure to temperature 
variation. The panels are easy to disinfect with 
common cleaning agents. 

Panels are available in innovative designs,  
engravings, and multiple color palettes that  
can be backlit for extra aesthetic appeal.

You can rely on Solid surface panels to be:
• Durable
• Seamless and easy-to-clean
• Non-porous
• Repairable and sustainable
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Beyond the OR
Bring an aesthetic touch to sensitive areas  
outside the OR.

Durable high-pressure laminate (HPL) wall panels 
are designed to withstand bumps and knocks 
while still providing an appealing design that  
reduces stress for patients, families, and staff.
Built on the Getinge IN2 substructure, HPL panels 
are designed for modularity in the ICU, ward, 
CSSD, and corridors – areas that don’t have  
the same high requirements for maintenance,  
upgrades, or service as the OR. These wall  
panels offer streamlined installation and long-
term durability to maximize the return on your  
investment.

HPL wall panels can be customized by need:

• 3-part panels are suited to the installation  
of medical gas outlets, sockets, or other  
wall installations

• 2-part panels are best when no added wall 
installation elements are required
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Appealing and functional
Studies show that the working environ - 
ment can have a positive impact on mood  
and efficiency. 

Appealing colors, motifs, and design elements 
can create a pleasant environment that  
alleviates tension and stress for patients,  
families, and staff. 

With Getinge IN2, the design possibilities are  
virtually unlimited. Individually printable elements 
for walls, ceilings, and doors can be customized 
and combined to create a unique environment, 
or mark different functional areas. 

The images are directly printed onto the product 
for long-term durability. They are resistant  
to damage from standard cleaning solutions.
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Complementary 
components
Complete room solutions.

We offer a diversified list of additional  
components that help to create a functional  
and safe working environment. They can be  
customized based on your specific needs.

Options include:

• Door systems 
• Ceiling systems 
• Built-in elements such as windows, cabinets, 

control panels, clocks, and infobars
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Safe and ergonomic  
touchless entry 
Hygiene, reliability, and sustainability are your 
highest priority in high-touch areas.

The Getinge IN2 door system includes the  
mechanical and electrical components for  
sliding and hinged doors. 
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Flexible adaptation  
for critical components
Ceiling panels play a crucial role in the installa-
tion of components such as air supply, ceiling 
supply units, room and surgical lights. 

Panels are available in standard and antimicrobial 
options for additional protection against hospital- 
acquired infection. Cleaning is easy thanks to 
smooth surfaces and sealed integration of built-in 
elements.

Ceiling cassettes are made of powder-coated  
galvanized steel and can be flexibly mounted  
to a standardized ceiling substructure. They are 
easily removed for service or maintenance  
using standard tools.

• Hygienic: Smooth, sealed cassettes are easy 
to clean and prevent cross-contamination

• Safe: Meets common requirements for 
radiation, sound, electric, HVAC, and spatial 
conditions

• Simple: Easy to install and remove
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Optimized illumination
Quality, color, and intensity of light can affect 
the success of a surgical procedure. 

Room lighting is integrated into our modular  
ceiling system to ensure accurate perception  
of tissues and colors. Like the rest of the Getinge 
IN2 System, the lighting is designed to be modular, 
easy to install, and easy to clean. 

LED lighting delivers excellent light quality  
and high light output. Optional RGBW LED  
room lighting with customizable, programmable 
light set up via the DALI system. LED lighting  
provides maximum illumination and efficient 
power consumption.

Options include:

• Standard lights with / without DALI
• RGB lights with / without DALI
• Lights with SKY printing
• Available in two sizes –  

1,200 x 600 mm and 600 x 600 mm 
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Improving OR hygiene
The airflow in a surgical theatre can  
influence hygiene. 

Constant laminar air flow (LAF) with highly  
filtered ultraclean air (UCA) can reduce air  
turbulence around the patient, reducing the 
number of infective organisms. 

Getinge IN2 LAF options are available in  
single part or in three-part systems for ORs  
that include ceiling mounted imaging system. 

LAF systems can use 100% fresh air or recir-
culate and reuse filtered room air. They include 
high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters.

The Getinge IN2 System can integrate Priming  
Illumination into the periphery of the LAF. Air  
is exhausted through the air exhaust channels, 
placed at the back side of the wall panels.
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Create an open atmosphere
Glass elements allow light to enter the  
room or to build a visual connection between 
different rooms.

Thanks to windows between rooms light can 
pass through to create a friendly and open  
atmosphere for a functional and safe working  
environment. If privacy is needed, these elements 
can be equipped with blinds or liquid crystal 
smart glass that converts from transparent to 
opaque with the push of a button.

• Hygienic: Frameless wall / window 
connections ensure hygienic standards

• Safe: Can be 1 mm, 2 mm, or 3 mm  
lead protected

• Private: Optional blinds or smart glass can  
be added for privacy

We also have façade windows that can be placed 
in front of the building’s existing façade windows. 
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One panel does it all
With our built-in control panel, you can control 
your environment.

Every control panel is custom designed and 
manufactured according to your room layout  
and specifications.

The membrane or touchscreen panel  
can include:

• Lighting
• Surgical lighting
• Door blinds
• Climate
• Clock
• Stopwatch
• Medical gas monitoring
• Phone
• Intercom
• Radio
• OR remote charger
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For all storage  
requirements
Every room can benefit from efficient storage. 

That is why Getinge offers a variety of cabinets 
to keep items close and improve your workflows.

All cabinets are fully flush with the wall panels, 
can be outfitted with glass inserts, locks, and 
shelves, and can be powder-coated to match  
the panel:

• Tall cabinets
• Semi-height cabinets
• IT cabinets
• Pass-through cabinets
• Catheter cabinets
• Catgut cabinet
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Accessible information
Keep important information close by with our 
clocks and infobar.

The LED infobar panel is flush mounted into the 
wall panel. It keeps track of time, temperature, 
and humidity, and includes a stopwatch feature.

A round analog clock is also available. It can  
be equipped in an array with one primary clock 
and multiple secondary clocks.
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Versatile workspaces  
for an improved work  
environment
Research shows that attractive, well-designed 
rooms not only streamline workflows, but also 
have a positive impact on mood and efficiency. 

With Getinge IN2, we help you to plan rooms  
that improve efficiency and throughput.  
But we make sure that the human element isn’t 
lost. Together, we create designs that create  
a positive atmosphere throughout the hospital  
to improve the wellbeing of staff, patients,  
and families. 

Our expert team will work with you from planning 
through installation to provide comprehensive, 
versatile solutions that maximize your ROI.

Hygiene

IN2 by Getinge | Benefits | Modularity | Flexibility | Sustainability | Design | Hygiene
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Modularity: An investment 
in a future-proof healthcare 
facility
Healthcare infrastructure must be designed 
with growth and adaptation in mind.

Modular room systems are the key to maximizing 
ROI while accommodating growth and change.

The prefabricated, modular components of  
Getinge IN2 are designed to be easily assembled 
and disassembled without special tools, antici-
pating the evolution of cutting-edge technologies 
in the OR, CSSD, and ICU. Choose from a wide 
range of options and interchangeable elements 
to easily build or remodel your space.

Projects using prefabricated Getinge IN2 wall 
and ceiling elements can be completed 40% faster 
than projects that use conventional construction 
materials. This keeps project timelines on track 
and on budget, with less downtime, noise, dust, 
and disruption.

Hygiene
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Flexibility to modernize 
With Getinge IN2, you can easily modernize  
existing rooms.

The process is faster and more cost-effective 
than conventional construction and allows for 
more flexibility in the future, maximizing long-
term ROI.

Each room is manufactured to meet your indi-
vidual needs for remodeling or new construction. 
Removable wall and ceiling elements add future- 
proof flexibility for service, maintenance, or  
modernization.

Hospital technicians can remove the modular 
panels for access for service, maintenance,  
or upgrades – no special tools are required. 

Hygiene
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Sustainability
The modular Getinge IN2 components  
are built to last. 

The design allows for elements to be reused  
and repurposed, reducing your facility’s overall 
carbon footprint and maximizing the return on 
your investment. 

Getinge’s sustainability work is an integral part  
of our passion for life. We help our customers 
save lives with a commitment to conducting 
business that is socially, ethically and environ-
mentally sound across the entire value chain.  

By respecting our customers, employees, and 
the planet in everything we do, we make a posi-
tive impact on society, today and in the future.

Hygiene
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Attractive design for  
a healing environment 
Humans are drawn to attractive design,  
and for good reason. 

Studies have proven that the working  
environment – positive or negative – has  
an impact on both efficiency and mood.

Incorporating appealing colors, motifs, and  
design elements can create a pleasant environ-
ment that alleviates tension and workplace 
stress. The pleasant atmosphere benefits  
patients, their families, doctors, and staff.

Individual design
Whether you prefer colored walls or artistic 
prints, Getinge IN2 offers a nearly limitless  
array of combinations of door leaves, walls, and 
ceiling elements. Create custom designs that 
bring calming energy to your facility. 

Hygiene
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A hygienic solution that 
meets your specific needs
The Getinge IN2 System is designed for hygiene. 

All elements are sealed down to the  
substructure, feature smooth surfaces, and  
flush integration of built-in elements  
to support an easy disinfection process.

Getinge IN2 elements are designed to form  
a large, easy-to-clean surface with few joints 
within the hospital workspace. This has a  
positive impact on the prevention of cross- 
contamination.

Hygiene
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In the operating theater, the only constant is 
change. Together with our comprehensive  
planning services, the Getinge IN2 OR System 
ensures smooth workflows and efficient  
transitions to suit your wide range of surgical 
specialties. More than just walls, the Getinge IN2 
OR System accommodates all OR requirements – 
from laminar airflow to adjacent room visibility. 
As technologies emerge and procedures evolve, 
the system can be easily reconfigured to  
accommodate the new tools and workflows.

The Getinge IN2 OR System is designed to  
work within the high technology density  
of the OR and supports:

• Improved workflows and ergonomics
• All common official requirements such as fire, 

radiation and laser protection
• A variety of design options to accommodate 

your unique preferences

Ready to evolve  
with emerging trends

Getinge IN2 OR

Wall system Built-in elementsDoor system Ceiling system
Additional OR 
portfolio by Getinge



Flexibility for the future 
When evaluating a wall system, it’s important to 
choose a flexible solution with lasting durability.

Room design is a large capital expense. How can 
you be certain that you’ll get the most out of your 
investment? With a modular wall system that can 
grow and adapt as your needs change.

The Getinge IN2 OR Wall System not only meets 
your design, hygiene, and workflow requirements 
today, but also gives you the flexibility to exchange 
elements as your needs change in the future.

Different wall materials are designed to meet the 
requirements of different hospital areas.

For the OR area we recommend our dedicated 
wall materials: 

• Stainless steel
• Glass 
• HPL 

Several design options such as print or backlit  
elements are available to improve aesthetics.

Printed wall elements

Application areas | OR | Wall system | Substructure | Stainless steel | Glass | HPL | Printed wall elements

Getinge IN2 OR Wall System

HPLStainless steel GlassSubstructure



The foundation for success
A successful room installation begins  
with a strong foundation.

The Getinge IN2 elements are mounted to a  
solid galvanized steel substructure. Floor rails,  
ceiling rails, and vertical mounts are used to mix, 
match, and mount all types of panels, including:

• Stainless steel
• High-pressure laminates (HPL)
• Glass
• Solid surface

Wall cavities are used for technical installations,  
and allow for trouble-free installation of:

• Medical gases
• Sanitary and electrical equipment
• Medical technology, including OR integration
• Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC)

Required fire partitions and lead protection can  
be installed behind the substructure.

Printed wall elements

Application areas | OR | Wall system | Substructure | Stainless steel | Glass | HPL | Printed wall elements
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Durable, hygienic  
wall elements
Easy-to-clean surfaces are crucial for the  
prevention of hospital-acquired infections  
in the OR.

The stainless steel wall elements of the Getinge 
IN2 Modular Room System are powder coated 
with an infused antibacterial technology.  
The smooth surfaces and limited number  
of joints support easy cleaning and meet the 
highest hygienic requirements.

The standard 3-part wall elements allow for  
full modularity and flexibility. On-site cut-outs  
are possible to add outlets or accommodate  
additional monitors and resources.

Stainless steel wall panels are:

• Modular
• Flexible
• Easy-to-clean
• Antibacterial

Printed wall elements
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Beautiful and functional
Getinge IN2 glass walls are more than just a 
pretty accent for the OR. 

When backlit with high performance LEDs,  
Getinge IN2 glass walls can simulate daylight  
or provide great ambient lighting for endoscopic 
procedures. Getinge IN2 glass elements are  
durable and hygienic. The thermally toughened 
panels are custom produced to your room height. 

Fire-safe 10 mm thick single-pane safety glass 
(SSG) is resistant to extreme stresses and  
impacts. Joints are optically and hygienically 
caulked with sealing tape and exchangeable  
joint profiles to maximize hygienic protection.

The glass wall panels are designed to work with 
the proven Getinge IN2 substructure and are 
compatible with all existing Getinge Modular 
Room Systems. They allow for the integration  
of color-highlighted switches, sockets, and gas 
terminal units.

Printed wall elements

Application areas | OR | Wall system | Substructure | Stainless steel | Glass | HPL | Printed wall elements

Glass

HPLStainless steel GlassSubstructure



Modular and affordable
Getinge IN2 HPL walls add an aesthetic touch 
to sensitive areas.

The customized colors and modular designs of 
Getinge IN2 HPL walls can provide an affordable, 
attractive, and hygienic option for the OR.
 
HPL panels provide antibacterial, customizable 
options for your OR. These wall panels offer 
streamlined installation and long-term durability 
to improve ROI. 

Built on the Getinge IN2 substructure, HPL  
panels are designed for modularity. The  
1- or 2-part panels offer flexibility for future  
modifications.

Printed wall elements

Application areas | OR | Wall system | Substructure | Stainless steel | Glass | HPL | Printed wall elements

HPL
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An appealing, productive 
environment
Studies show that an appealing workplace can 
have a positive impact on mood and efficiency. 

Adding customized, appealing elements to a 
high-stress environment can even have positive 
effects on productivity.

With Getinge IN2 OR, the design possibilities  
are virtually unlimited. Individually printable  
elements for walls, ceilings, and doors can be 
customized and combined to create a unique  
environment for each OR in your facility. Choose 
from our catalog of images or provide your own.

The images are directly printed onto stainless 
steel, glass, or HPL for long-term durability.  
They are resistant to damage from standard 
cleaning solutions. 

Printed wall elements

Application areas | OR | Wall system | Substructure | Stainless steel | Glass | HPL | Printed wall elements

Printed wall elements
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An intelligent approach  
to space and hygiene 
An OR door must be carefully selected to  
maximize space, workflow, and hygiene.

We offer a variety of door options that work with 
the Getinge IN2 system. Automatic sliding doors 
are recommended for hygienic considerations 
and space management; at least 1,500mm grid 
size is recommended to ensure clear passage  
for patents, staff, and necessary equipment. For 
smaller spaces, concealed handles are available.

Choose from a variety of hygienic, workflow- 
optimized options to suit your needs:

• Sliding / hinged
• Single leaf / double leaf
• Automatic / manual
•  Optional: window, print, e. g. with OR number 

or name, lead or fire protection
• Doors can be labeled with OR number or name
• Hermetic option
•  Multiple switch options: foot, elbow, knee, 

clean scan, or push button

Application areas | OR | Door system

Door system



The solution for  
high-density ORs
Rooms with a high installation density need  
a flexible ceiling.

From surgical lights to ceiling supply units,  
the Getinge IN2 Modular Ceiling System can  
accommodate your equipment and meet  
both changing requirements and the highest  
hygienic demands. 

The modular ceiling system consists of powder- 
coated, galvanized iron ceiling cassettes that 
create a false ceiling for hygienic integration of  
a variety of crucial components. The ceiling  
cassettes are mounted to a substructure to form 
a smooth and hygienic surface. Tightly sealed 
joints connect to the wall system; these smooth 
surfaces are easy and efficient to clean.

Application areas | OR | Ceiling system | Ceiling substructure | Ceiling cassettes | Room lights | Room ventilation

Ceiling system

Room ventilationCeiling substructure Ceiling cassettes Room lights



Easy to customize  
and modify
Choose a modular room system to make  
future modifications easy. 

The Getinge IN2 ceiling substructure is  
independent from the wall substructure;  
changes to one won’t affect the other.

The ceiling substructure is made of galvanized 
steel. It can be customized to be fixed on any 
raw ceiling, and includes:

• Vibration suspension unit
• Suspension wire with brackets  

and tension spring
• Clamping and ceiling rail

Raw ceiling

Rubber profile

Ceiling profile

Tension profile for cross-rails

Dowel

Vibration suspension unit

Suspension brackets with tension spring

Cross connector

Tension profile for clamping rail

Ceiling cassette

Suspension wire

Application areas | OR | Ceiling system | Ceiling substructure | Ceiling cassettes | Room lights | Room ventilation

Ceiling substructure

Room ventilationCeiling substructure Ceiling cassettes Room lights



Easy maintenance
When sub-ceiling maintenance is required,  
easy access makes the job smoother. 

Getinge IN2 modular ceiling cassettes can  
be easily removed using standard tools. The  
galvanized steel cassettes are powder coated  
for a smooth, easy-to-clean surface.

Ceiling cassette specifications:

• 1,200 x 600 mm 
• Galvanized iron sheet, powder-coated in white 

(RAL 9016), thickness 0.7 mm
• Circumferential sealing with HTV silicone 

profile and closed-cell foam tape
• Sealed integration of built-in elements
• Meets common requirements for fire and 

radiation protection; sound insulation;  
spatial conditions; HVAC; and electrical

• Earthquake certified: ICC Standard AC 156

Application areas | OR | Ceiling system | Ceiling substructure | Ceiling cassettes | Room lights | Room ventilation

Ceiling cassettes

Room ventilationCeiling substructure Ceiling cassettes Room lights



Optimized illumination
The quality and color of light can influence  
the perception of tissues and colors and affect 
patient outcomes. 

Therefore, any OR plan requires careful  
consideration of lighting requirements.

Our OR and room lights work in perfect synergy. 
Room luminaires are pre-wired with plugs for fast 
and easy installation. Illuminated printed ceiling 
cassettes offer bright design opportunities.

The light distribution box builds a defined inter-
face for the house technician. LED tubes deliver 
excellent light quality, high light output and an 
efficient power consumption.

Dynamic and colored light can support state- 
of-the-art treatment methods, providing optimal 
image contrast for endoscopic procedures.  
Optional customizable and programmable RGBW 
LED room lighting is available via the DALI system.

Application areas | OR | Ceiling system | Ceiling substructure | Ceiling cassettes | Room lights | Room ventilation

Room lights
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Low turbulence  
for modern ORs
The airflow in a surgical theatre can influence 
hygiene. 

Constant laminar air flow (LAF) with highly filtered 
ultraclean air (UCA) sets the standard for modern 
hygienic ORs, particularly in open surgeries. LAF 
can minimize air turbulence around the patient, 
reducing the number of infective organisms. 

Getinge IN2 LAF options are available in single-part 
 or three-part options for ORs that include ceiling 
mounted imaging systems. LAF technology can 
use 100% fresh air or recirculate and reuse filtered 
room air. They include high-efficiency particulate 
air (HEPA) filters. H14 filters are also available.

Diffusers can be used as an alternative when 
LAF is not required during minimally invasive  
or localized procedures. In both cases, air is  
exhausted through the wall panels.

The Getinge IN2 System can integrate priming 
illumination into the periphery of the LAF. 

Application areas | OR | Ceiling system | Ceiling substructure | Ceiling cassettes | Room lights | Room ventilation

Room ventilation
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Improving usability  
and convenience
Sometimes, the little things make all  
the difference. 

That is why Getinge IN2 offers a wide range of 
built-in elements to complement your workflows. 
Monitors, clocks, cabinets, and much more  
can be added to your room to improve everyday 
usability and convenience. 

Built-in elements can include:

• Glass elements / windows with  
or without radiation protection

• Illuminated wall elements
• Control panels
• LED X-ray film viewer
• Built-in and pass-through cabinets
• Wall air exhaust
• Signal lights
• Washing areas

WhiteboardSignal lights
Glass  
elements

Wall 
monitors Catguts

Control 
panel Cabinets

X-ray 
viewer

Clocks 
and infobar

Application areas | OR | Built-in elements | Glass elements | Control panel | Wall monitors | X-ray viewer | Cabinets | Catguts | Clocks and infobar | Signal lights | Whiteboard

Built-in elements



Glass elements
Glass elements can create a friendly  
and open atmosphere.

They can allow light to enter or build a visual  
connection between different rooms. Frameless 
connections between walls and windows ensure 
optimal hygienic conditions. Glass elements can 
be equipped with blinds for privacy, or liquid  
crystal smart glass that can become opaque at 
the touch of a button.

Options include:

• Lead protection
• Liquid crystal smart glass
• Insulation glass

Façade windows can be placed in front of the 
building’s existing façade windows.
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Application areas | OR | Built-in elements | Glass elements | Control panel | Wall monitors | X-ray viewer | Cabinets | Catguts | Clocks and infobar | Signal lights | Whiteboard

Glass elements



One panel does it all
With our built-in control panel, you can control 
your environment

Every control panel is custom designed and 
manufactured according to your room layout  
and specifications.

The membrane or touchscreen panel  
can include:

• Lighting
• Surgical lighting
• Door blinds
• Climate
• Clock
• Stopwatch
• Medical gas monitoring
• Phone
• Intercom
• Radio
• OR remote charger
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Application areas | OR | Built-in elements | Glass elements | Control panel | Wall monitors | X-ray viewer | Cabinets | Catguts | Clocks and infobar | Signal lights | Whiteboard

Control panel



Accessible PACS imaging
Many procedures rely on surgeons’ abilities  
to view high-quality imaging. 

Whether the procedure relies on x-rays, MRI,  
or CT, our high-resolution monitors make it easy 
to access PACS and retrieve necessary patient 
information.

Monitors are available in four sizes to meet  
specific needs. Large in-wall monitors allow  
surgeons to clearly view PACS images. Smaller 
monitors support nursing tasks, such as image 
retrieval or surgical tracking. All monitors are 
flush-mounted to improve hygiene.
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Application areas | OR | Built-in elements | Glass elements | Control panel | Wall monitors | X-ray viewer | Cabinets | Catguts | Clocks and infobar | Signal lights | Whiteboard

Wall monitors



Durable and bright
Accurate interpretation of x-rays requires a 
well-lit, scratchproof viewer.

Our x-ray viewer uses long-lasting,  
maintenance-free LED bulbs. Anti-scratch 
mineral glass prevents disruptions that  
could interfere with diagnosis.

The viewer is available in multiple sizes. The 
smaller version accommodates a single x-ray, 
while a larger option leaves room to compare 
multiple films.
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X-ray viewer



For all storage  
requirements
Every room can benefit from efficient  
storage. That’s why Getinge offers a variety  
of cabinets to keep items close and improve 
your workflows.

All cabinets are fully flush with the wall panels, 
can be outfitted with glass inserts, locks, and 
shelves, and can be powder-coated to match  
the panel:

• Tall cabinets
• Semi-height cabinets
• IT cabinets
• Pass-through cabinets
• Catheter cabinets
• Catgut cabinet
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Flush-mounted storage
Maximize your OR space with flush-mounted 
storage for sutures. 

The housing is mounted flush into the wall  
system with 8 glass shelves and glass double 
doors to store up to 140 sewing material  
containers. The housing can be closed with  
double doors.

Maximize space and hygiene:

• Up to 140 normal containers can be stored
• Double glass door offers splash protection
• Flush integration 
• Standard dimensions:  

1,140 mm x 925 mm x 175 mm
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Accessible information
Keep important information close by with our 
clocks and infobar.

The LED infobar panel is flush mounted into the 
wall panel. It keeps track of time, temperature, 
and humidity, and includes a stopwatch feature.

A round analog clock is also available. It can  
be equipped in an array with one primary clock 
and multiple secondary clocks.
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Safety and security
Protect your staff and improve workflows  
with illuminated signal lights.

Placed at the main door, these lights can  
clearly signal the status of a room. Customize 
your message and colors as needed. 

Available in backlit glass or LCD screen.
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Tracking vital information
Keep track of vital information with a fully flush 
magnetic whiteboard. 

The board can be easily cleaned and disinfected 
between procedures. Notes can be written with 
the same pen used to mark the patient, limiting 
the number of extra items present in the OR.
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A comprehensive range of 
complementary products
The modern OR is the core of the hospital, the 
intersection of many professional disciplines, 
each with unique needs.

Multifunctional, cross-disciplinary surgical suites 
can improve efficiency, enhance patient care and 
keep costs under control.

To provide the best care for your patients and  
a state-of-the-art working environment for your 
staff, while at the same time acknowledging the 
financial reality, you need a partner that under-
stands your needs and supports you every step 
of the way.

At Getinge, we offer equipment, workflow  
management, and clinical therapies that help 
hospitals and clinicians achieve the best  
possible outcomes for their patients.

Software solutionsOR tables Ceiling supply unitsOR lights Anesthesia systems

Application areas | OR | Additional OR portfolio by Getinge | OR tables | OR lights | Ceiling supply units | Anesthesia systems | Software solutions

Additional OR portfolio by Getinge



The centerpiece of the OR
We help you to build an efficient,  
multifunctional OR. 

You need modular, ergonomic surgical tables and 
accessories that can be used across multiple 
surgical disciplines. Our OR tables and accessories 
provide optimum patient positioning solutions for 
multiple surgical disciplines.

The modular design of our OR table systems  
support virtually unlimited positions and ideal 
adjustment ranges for all procedure types.  
Manually or electro-hydraulically operated models 
are available.

Our OR tables offer product functionality,  
versatility, and flexibility. With more than 450  
table accessories Getinge offers the flexibility  
to meet your surgical requirements.

Software solutionsOR tables Ceiling supply unitsOR lights Anesthesia systems

Application areas | OR | Additional OR portfolio by Getinge | OR tables | OR lights | Ceiling supply units | Anesthesia systems | Software solutions

OR tables



World-class illumination
Dependable, ergonomic, and elegant  
illumination – ideally suited to your needs.

We believe that positive outcomes rely heavily  
on surgeons’ vision and the ability to clearly  
identify the problem, assess the situation, and 
safely treat the patient. In short, good lighting in 
the OR plays a major role in achieving positive 
patient outcomes.

World-class LED lighting from Getinge provides 
shadow-free, true-color illumination that enhances 
visibility in precise surgical procedures. 

Software solutionsOR tables Ceiling supply unitsOR lights Anesthesia systems

Application areas | OR | Additional OR portfolio by Getinge | OR tables | OR lights | Ceiling supply units | Anesthesia systems | Software solutions

OR lights



Accessible and efficient
Getinge’s ceiling supply units are an answer to 
daily challenges.

The Maquet Moduevo Ceiling Supply Units range 
ensure vital utilities and equipment are easily  
accessible, streamlining workflows and improving 
efficiency. Simple to implement and use, they en-
able better organization of resources, decreasing 
costs by increasing productivity.

Maquet Moduevo Ceiling Supply Units make  
excellent use of space and resources and improve 
safety by providing effective cable management. 
They also ensure that vital utilities and equipment 
are readily accessible, streamlining workflows and 
improving efficiency.

Maquet Moduevo’s broad range of accessories 
help medical staff tackle their daily challenges in 
diverse surgical disciplines.

Software solutionsOR tables Ceiling supply unitsOR lights Anesthesia systems

Application areas | OR | Additional OR portfolio by Getinge | OR tables | OR lights | Ceiling supply units | Anesthesia systems | Software solutions

Ceiling supply units



Personalization  
breath by breath
Dynamic anesthesia delivery the Getinge way 
puts you in control.

With our innovative technologies, the Flow  
Family anesthesia machines provide you with  
the tools to ensure the perfect flow and fine-
tune personalized delivery even for the most  
challenging patients, from neonates and  
pediatric to the morbidly obese.

The Flow Family is our line-up of anesthesia  
machines that covers the needs of ORs and 
emergency rooms. Developed together with  
clinicians, they are designed to facilitate a great 
scope for personalization and patient safety. 
With an intuitive interface and emphasis on ease 
of use, they ensure a streamlined workflow  
and efficiency that offers enhanced cost control 
and re-source management.

Every. Breath. Counts. 

For more information and references please visit  
www.getinge.com/anesthesia

Disclaimer
Legal manufacturer Flow Anesthesia · Maquet Critical Care AB · Röntgenvägen 2 · SE-171 54 Solna · Sweden · +46 (0)10 335 73 00

Software solutionsOR tables Ceiling supply unitsOR lights Anesthesia systems

Application areas | OR | Additional OR portfolio by Getinge | OR tables | OR lights | Ceiling supply units | Anesthesia systems | Software solutions
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Hospital efficiency  
solutions
OR Management – Torin 
We can help you plan, manage, and optimize  
your surgical workflow. Enhance coordination  
to maximize resource utilization with our OR 
management solution. 

OR Integration – Tegris 
Our OR integration solution delivers video,  
device, and data integration for a simpler, safer 
and more streamlined working environment. 

Sterile Supply Management – T-DOC 
Optimize processes within sterile supply  
management. T-DOC gives you complete  
traceability and ensures on-time delivery  
of instruments for surgeries. 

Patient Flow Management – INSIGHT 
Our patient flow management solution optimizes 
processes to ensure complete coordination,  
collaboration, and communication in and across 
departments.

Software solutionsOR tables Ceiling supply unitsOR lights Anesthesia systems

Application areas | OR | Additional OR portfolio by Getinge | OR tables | OR lights | Ceiling supply units | Anesthesia systems | Software solutions
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A cluttered ICU environment contributes  
to increased stress on the part of patients,  
families, and staff. The Getinge IN2 ICU Wall  
System, combined with comprehensive planning 
solutions, ensure streamlined workflows to  
optimize patient care. Choose from a wide range 
of materials, colors, and imagery to create a  
supportive and healing environment.

The Getinge IN2 ICU System offers:

• Modular elements that can be quickly 
installed with minimal downtime

• Aesthetically appealing designs 

Efficient workflows in  
a healing environment

Getinge IN2 ICU

Healing environment Door system
Additional ICU  
portfolio by GetingeGlass elementsWall system Ceiling system



Creating less stressful  
surroundings
Tensions are high in the intensive care unit, 
where caregivers deliver high-acuity care.

When planning an ICU, it is important to remember 
the human element. Getinge IN2 ICU solutions 
balance the function of lifesaving medical devices 
with room designs that relieve stress for patients, 
families, and clinical staff.

With Getinge IN2 ICU, hospitals can design an 
ICU with calming colors, glass, and light in ways 
that can reduce anxiety and support a healing 
environment for the recovering patient. When 
patients have less stress, they require fewer  
sedatives and can achieve earlier mobility. Mobile 
patients have a shorter length of stay at the ICU, 
which reduce the overall cost of care. 

The Getinge IN2 ICU System can also improve 
workflows, minimizing staff stress and giving 
them more time to focus on what’s important: 
better patient outcomes.

Windows

Application areas | ICU | Healing environment | Printed wall elements | Highlight wall elements | Printed ceiling elements | Wooden decors and nature motifs | Windows
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The healing power  
of nature
Natural scenes can create an atmosphere that 
helps anxious patients and families to relax. 

That is why Getinge IN2 ICU offers printed  
wall elements to bring soothing imagery to the 
ICU – especially in rooms without windows.

There are no limits when it comes to your  
choice of imagery. Getinge IN2 ICU even  
has child-friendly designs to cheer up your 
youngest patients.

Windows

Application areas | ICU | Healing environment | Printed wall elements | Highlight wall elements | Printed ceiling elements | Wooden decors and nature motifs | Windows
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Engraved accents  
for visual interest
Highlight walls are a great way to bring gentle 
light and modern design to the ICU.

These wall panels are engraved from the back 
and can be backlit to reveal a customized design, 
motif, or message.

Choose the panel color and lighting that  
complements your overall design to support a 
comforting aesthetic and healing environment.

The nonporous surface is hygienic, durable,  
and easy to clean. It can include integration of  
all bed head outlets for ergonomic access.

Windows
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Create a sense  
of open space
You can create a connection to the outdoors  
in ICU rooms without windows.

Illuminated ceiling elements can give the illusion 
of a skylight, creating a sense of open space and 
relaxation.

The ceiling elements are directly printed on 
acrylic and are flush-mounted and backlit with 
LED technology. They are the same size as the 
standard ceiling cassettes.

Windows
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A natural way  
to promote recovery
Wooden décor and nature motifs support an  
atmosphere that helps anxious patients to relax.

According to scientific studies, the use of wood 
or wooden decoration in the ICU reduces feelings 
of depression and decreases blood pressure.*

Getinge IN2 ICU is designed to have the physical 
and emotional needs of your patients in mind. 
The product range optimizes the use of natural 
colors, wooden decorations, and warm materials 
to create an improved hospital experience that 
supports faster recovery.

*  Source: Sakuragawa, S, Miyazaki, Y, Kaneko, T,  
Makita, T. 2005. Influence of wood panels  
on physio logical and psychological responses.  
J Wood Science

Windows
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The benefits of natural light
Getinge IN2 unites ambitious interior architec-
ture with maximum functionality. 

Natural light helps to regulate circadian rhythms 
and create a positive healing environment.  
Windows to the outside can improve sleep and 
mood, which aid in the recovery process.

Viewing windows can allow nurses to monitor 
the patient from outside the room, without  
disruption. Windows can be standard (with or 
without blinds) or have liquid crystal “smart 
glass” that turns opaque at the push of a button. 

We can also incorporate façade windows  
(closed or opening to the inside of the room)  
that are installed in front of the building’s  
existing façade windows.

Windows

Application areas | ICU | Healing environment | Printed wall elements | Highlight wall elements | Printed ceiling elements | Wooden decors and nature motifs | Windows
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Interchangeable elements 
for a complex environment
Well-designed rooms can do more than enhance 
workflows and efficiency.

The ICU requires a room design that mitigates 
anxiety and disorientation for patients within a 
flexible, accessible, and hygienic room configura-
tion. When evaluating a wall system, it’s important 
to choose a flexible solution with lasting durability. 
The Getinge IN2 ICU Wall System not only meets 
your design, hygiene, and workflow requirements 
today, but also gives you the flexibility to exchange 
elements as your needs change in the future.

Getinge offers a range of different wall materials 
designed to meet the requirements of this  
challenging department.

For the ICU we recommend using hygienic wall 
materials, such as HPL and Solid surface.

Several attractive design options such as print or 
backlit elements are available to improve the 
aesthetics of any room.

Printed wall elementsHPL Solid surface

Application areas | ICU | Wall system | HPL | Solid surface | Printed wall elements
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Durable and attractive
HPL wall elements bring the modular design  
of Getinge IN2 to the ICU. 

This system offers streamlined workflows  
and appealing design to reduce stress levels.

Sustainability
• Easily remove the wall elements for service 

or integration of new components
• Highly resistant to scratches, bending etc.

Hygiene
• Minimal joints
• Easy to clean with common cleaning agents

Quality
• Durable, moisture-resistant wall elements for 

high-stress areas and decorative applications
• Easy and fast assembly
• Resistant to permanent moisture

Individual design
• Numerous color options 
• Individually printable wall elements to create  

a unique environment
• Wood and stone appearance are available

Application areas | ICU | Wall system | HPL | Solid surface | Printed wall elements
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Attractive Solid  
surface design
Bring design inspiration and color to the ICU 
with Solid surface wall elements.

The long-lasting, durable 760mm-wide panels  
are available in a single room-high panel. Hospital 
technicians can easily remove the wall elements 
for service, maintenance, or the future integration 
of new components. Solid surface is highly  
resistant to microbial growth, stains, scratches, 
impacts, abrasion, moisture, bending, and expo-
sure to temperature variation. The panels are 
easy to disinfect with common cleaning agents.

Panels are available in innovative designs, en-
gravings, and multiple color palettes that can be 
backlit for extra aesthetic appeal. All necessary 
outlets can be integrated into the bed head panel.

You can rely on Solid surface panels to be:

• Durable and tough
• Seamless and easy-to-clean
• Non-porous
• Repairable and sustainable

Application areas | ICU | Wall system | HPL | Solid surface | Printed wall elements
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The healing power  
of nature
Natural scenes can create an atmosphere that 
helps anxious patients and families to relax. 

That is why Getinge IN2 ICU offers printed  
wall elements to bring soothing imagery to the 
ICU – especially in rooms without windows.

There are no limits when it comes to your  
choice of imagery. Getinge IN2 ICU even  
has child-friendly designs to cheer up your 
youngest patients.

Application areas | ICU | Wall system | HPL | Solid surface | Printed wall elements
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Efficient patient access
Hygiene, reliability, and sustainability are your 
highest priority. 

The Getinge IN2 Door System includes the  
mechanical and electrical components for  
sliding and hinged doors. The doors combine 
Getinge IN2 modularity with long-term  
reliability down to the very last detail.

All types of doors available:

• Sliding or hinged
• Single leaf or double leaf
• Automatic or manual
• Optional window
• Optional decorative print
• Optional fire protection 
• Doors can be labeled with ICU number 
• HPL or glass; powder-coated stainless steel  

is also available
• Hermetic option

Application areas | ICU | Door systems 

Door systems



Creating a relaxing,  
hygienic environment
Getinge IN2 Modular Ceiling Systems are  
hygienic and aesthetically pleasing. 

Each ceiling cassette can be printed and / or 
backlit to create a relaxing environment with 
soothing imagery. Room lighting can be installed 
flush with the cassettes or suspended. Special 
diffusor lights provide a high light efficiency with 
soft-edged, homogeneous light distribution and 
glare limitation; diffusors include inlets and  
outlets in the ceiling.

The cassettes are washable and moisture  
resistant up to a relative humidity of 100%.  
They offer excellent sound insulation properties 
for a quiet ICU. 

The Getinge IN2 ceiling system includes: 

• Ceiling substructure and ceiling cassettes
• Printed ceiling elements 
• Room lights and air diffusers 

Application areas | ICU | Ceiling system

Ceiling system



Staying connected  
to patients
Caregivers have the biggest impact on the  
wellbeing of the patient, with every warm word, 
every smile, and every minute they can spare.

This is especially true in the ICU, a high-stress 
environment for patients, families, and health-
care professionals alike.

Most hospitals require ICU nurses to care for 
multiple patients at once. Effective care requires 
a smart design in a layout that keeps patients 
close and accessible while respecting patient 
privacy.

The strategic use of glass improves visibility  
from a central station and enhances the ability 
to observe all patients from anywhere in the  
department. Optional liquid crystal “smart glass” 
or glass elements with venetian blinds can  
create privacy when needed.

Application areas | ICU | Glass elements

Glass elements



Solutions for a  
strained department
Getinge is your partner for next-generation  
intensive care. 

An improved life expectancy, a larger aging  
population, a global pandemic, and improvements 
in the delivery of healthcare have increased the 
demand for critical care services.

On the other hand, the long-standing shortage 
of nurses, clinical pharmacists, and respiratory 
therapists continue to make it increasingly  
difficult to meet patient demand and consistently 
deliver high-level care. 

Getinge is committed to providing solutions  
to enhance workflows in the ICU to improve  
handling and increase time-efficiency. Our goal  
is to save your time for what truly matters:  
your patients.

Application areas | ICU | Additional ICU portfolio by Getinge | Ventilators | CSUs | M-Shift | Examination lights | Hemodynamic monitoring | IABP | ECLS | Software solutions
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Personalized ventilation  
for better outcomes
Every patient comes with special challenges. 

Whether it’s a 300-gram newborn or an adult, 
someone suffering from acute respiratory failure 
or chronic pulmonary disease, the needs and 
complexities will differ.

That is why we are committed to innovating  
personalized ventilation solutions that help  
protect the lungs and diaphragm, speed up 
weaning and support better outcomes. 

Application areas | ICU | Additional ICU portfolio by Getinge | Ventilators | CSUs | M-Shift | Examination lights | Hemodynamic monitoring | IABP | ECLS | Software solutions
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Accessible and efficient
Getinge’s ceiling supply units are an answer  
to your daily challenges

Maquet Moduevo Ceiling Supply Units ensure  
vital utilities and equipment are easily accessible 
to streamline workflows and improve efficiency. 

Simple to implement and use, they enable  
better organization of resources. By improving 
equipment and cable organization, they improve 
access to the patient’s bedside. They help to  
decrease costs by increasing productivity.

Maquet Moduevo’s broad range of accessories 
help medical staff tackle their daily challenges  
in the ICU.

Application areas | ICU | Additional ICU portfolio by Getinge | Ventilators | CSUs | M-Shift | Examination lights | Hemodynamic monitoring | IABP | ECLS | Software solutions
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The infusion transfer  
solution
M-Shift allows for faster transfers  
and minimized risks.

M-Shift, the infusion transfer solution,  
excels as a flexible, effortless, stable, and  
transferable system. 

When combined with M-Shift Trolley, it  
accommodates a complete IV set-up when  
particular ICU beds do not fit the solution. 
M-Shift Trolley enables use of the system’s  
main unit anytime and anywhere.

Maquet Moduevo can be combined with a  
variety of accessories for ICU tasks, including 
M-Shift. Transferring a patient’s entire infusion 
system takes less than a minute – optimizing 
workflows in critical care environments and  
liberating nurses from lifting heavy loads. In 
short, Maquet M-Shift means IV therapy is not 
compromised, even during patient transport.

Application areas | ICU | Additional ICU portfolio by Getinge | Ventilators | CSUs | M-Shift | Examination lights | Hemodynamic monitoring | IABP | ECLS | Software solutions
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Accurate lighting  
solutions for examination  
and observation
The Maquet Lucea light range provides  
ideal illumination for all specialties and work 
environments. 

Maquet Lucea 10 and 40 models are available  
in mobile and wall-mounted versions (ceiling  
version only available for Maquet Lucea 40) which 
free the floor space and facilitate cleaning.

The easy-to-clean design has no openings,  
reducing the risk of cross-contamination and 
hospital acquired infection.

Application areas | ICU | Additional ICU portfolio by Getinge | Ventilators | CSUs | M-Shift | Examination lights | Hemodynamic monitoring | IABP | ECLS | Software solutions
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Continuous monitoring  
of critical patients
The life of your critically ill patient depends on 
the right decision for the next therapeutic step.

Monitoring physiological parameters is essential 
for the goal-directed management of critical  
care patients. While invasive monitoring methods 
have been established in clinical practice for 
many years, less invasive methods can be used. 

PiCCO Technology is the less invasive solution 
for continuous monitoring of main hemodynamic 
parameters in critically ill patients.

This information is intended for an international audience 
outside the US and does not replace any individual  
therapeutic decision of the treating physician. Indications,  
contraindications, warnings and instructions for use  
are listed in the separate Instructions for Use. Products 
may be pending regulatory approvals to be marketed in 
your country. 

Application areas | ICU | Additional ICU portfolio by Getinge | Ventilators | CSUs | M-Shift | Examination lights | Hemodynamic monitoring | IABP | ECLS | Software solutions
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Available when and  
where you need it 
For patients in need of hemodynamic support, 
there’s no time to lose. 

Cardiosave is a cutting-edge device that reliably 
provides time proven intra-aortic balloon  
counterpulsation therapy.

Cardiosave redefines counter-pulsation therapy 
with advanced functionality and versatility while 
delivering the performance and intuitiveness of 
our earlier generation IABPs you know and trust.

Getinge built Cardiosave to provide flexibility in 
using the system in-hospital and during patient 
transport. With Cardiosave, hemodynamic  
support will be ready, at the right time and in  
the right place. 

Application areas | ICU | Additional ICU portfolio by Getinge | Ventilators | CSUs | M-Shift | Examination lights | Hemodynamic monitoring | IABP | ECLS | Software solutions
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Stability during  
cardiogenic shock
ECLS can be a life-saver for your critically  
ill patients.

In cardiogenic shock, the heart is not able to  
provide adequate circulation of blood throughout 
the body to supply the vital organs and tissues 
with oxygen. This can rapidly lead to organ failure 
and death. The Cardiohelp System provides  
extracorporeal life support (ECLS) for patients 
experiencing cardiogenic shock.

The Cardiohelp System
ECLS is a treatment option to stabilize blood  
circulation of affected patients. With the  
Cardiohelp System, Getinge offers a small  
and lightweight system to provide mechanical 
extracorporeal assistance to support or replace  
a patient’s heart and / or lungs. The Cardiohelp 
System can provide sufficient levels of organ 
perfusion and oxygenation to avoid organ  
damage for critically ill patients in your ICU.

Disclaimer

Application areas | ICU | Additional ICU portfolio by Getinge | Ventilators | CSUs | M-Shift | Examination lights | Hemodynamic monitoring | IABP | ECLS | Software solutions
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INSIGHT patient flow  
management
Gain complete control of your patient flow  
from arrival to discharge.

INSIGHT supports efficient resource management, 
helping you plan patient care pathways and timely 
treatment with real-time information-sharing. 

Effective prioritization with  
clear patient statuses
Prioritization is key to ensuring safe and efficient 
patient journeys. INSIGHT provides simple over-
views of key treatment information such as  
specialties, ventilator needs, and planned activi-
ties. Staff get the information they need to make 
better decisions and ensure high standards of care.

Relevant departments are notified and can track 
the progress even before the patient arrives. This 
transparent and immediate information-sharing 
can help ICU staff to streamline processes by  
assigning primary care responsibilities, allocating 
beds, ordering tests, and much more.

Application areas | ICU | Additional ICU portfolio by Getinge | Ventilators | CSUs | M-Shift | Examination lights | Hemodynamic monitoring | IABP | ECLS | Software solutions
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Getinge IN2 CSSD  
Wall Systems Glass elementsDoor system Ceiling system

Additional CSSD 
portfolio by Getinge

To prevent cross-contamination, the CSSD  
must be well-designed to support efficient,  
hygienic workflows. The Getinge IN2 CSSD wall 
system helps you to create a clean and efficient 
workspace for sterile reprocessing.

The Getinge IN2 CSSD Wall System offers:

• Elements sealed down to the substructure 
• Smooth, powder-coated surfaces  

for easy cleaning
• Effective sound insulation to meet  

building requirements
• Cladding of infection control machines  

with stainless steel panels

Meeting hygienic  
workflow requirements

Getinge IN2 CSSD



Versatile and hygienic 
A durable modular wall system will allow your 
CSSD to grow and adapt as your needs change. 

When evaluating a wall system, it’s important  
to choose a flexible solution with lasting dura-
bility. The Getinge IN2 CSSD Wall System not  
only meets your design, hygiene, and workflow  
requirements today, but also gives you the  
flexibility to exchange elements as your needs 
change in the future.

Getinge offers a range of different wall materials 
designed to meet your requirements. All are easy 
to clean and include a self-standing substructure.

For the CSSD we recommend our dedicated 
wall materials: 

• Stainless steel
• HPL 
• Solid surface

Printed wall elements

Application areas | CSSD | Getinge IN2 CSSD Wall Systems | Stainless steel | HPL | Printed wall elements

Getinge IN2 CSSD Wall Systems

Stainless steel HPL



Easy-clean stainless steel
Reduce the risk of cross-contamination with 
easy-to-clean wall panels for the CSSD.

The stainless steel wall elements of the Getinge 
IN2 CSSD System are powder coated with  
an infused antibacterial technology to meet  
the highest hygienic requirements. 

The standard 1,200 mm wide, three-part wall  
elements allow for full modularity and flexibility 
so you can customize and design every aspect  
of your CSSD. 

Stainless steel wall panels are:

• Modular
• Flexible
• Antibacterial
• Easy-to-clean

Application areas | CSSD | Getinge IN2 CSSD Wall Systems | Stainless steel | HPL | Printed wall elements

Getinge IN2 CSSD Wall Systems
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Antibacterial and  
customizable
Improve patient safety by decreasing the risk  
of contamination.

All HPL elements of the Getinge IN2 CSSD System 
are sealed down to the substructure, feature 
smooth surfaces, and flush integration of window 
elements to support an easy disinfection process. 
Getinge IN2 elements are designed to form a large, 
easy-to-clean surface with few joints within the 
sterile reprocessing workspace. This has a positive 
impact on the prevention of cross-contamination.

The customized colors and modular designs of 
Getinge IN2 HPL walls can provide an affordable, 
attractive, and hygienic option for the sterile  
reprocessing area. These wall panels offer 
streamlined installation and long-term durability 
to improve ROI. Built on the Getinge IN2 sub-
structure, HPL panels are designed for modularity. 
The 1- or 2-part panels offer flexibility for future 
modifications.

Printed wall elements

Application areas | CSSD | Getinge IN2 CSSD Wall Systems | Stainless steel | HPL | Printed wall elements

Getinge IN2 CSSD Wall Systems
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Printed walls
Studies show that the working  
environment can have a positive impact  
on mood and efficiency. 

Appealing colors, motifs, and design elements 
can create a pleasant environment that  
alleviates staff stress, particularly in rooms  
without windows or natural light.

With Getinge IN2 CSSD, the design possibilities 
are virtually unlimited. Individually printable  
elements for walls, ceilings, and doors can be 
customized and combined to create a unique  
environment or mark different functional areas. 

The images are directly printed onto the  
product for long-term durability. They  
are resistant to damage from standard  
cleaning solutions. 

Application areas | CSSD | Getinge IN2 CSSD Wall Systems | Stainless steel | HPL | Printed wall elements

Getinge IN2 CSSD Wall Systems
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Prepared for cart traffic
The CSSD door must be carefully selected to 
maximize space, workflow, and hygiene. 

We offer a variety of door options that work with 
the Getinge IN2 System in your CSSD. Automatic 
sliding doors are recommended for hygienic  
considerations and space management.

Choose from a variety of hygienic, work-
flow-optimized options to suit your needs: 

• Sliding / hinged
• Single leaf / double leaf
• Automatic / manual
• Three materials available:  

powder-coated stainless steel, HPL, glass
• Optional print
• Optional fire protection
• Hermetic option
• Multiple switch options: foot, elbow, knee, 

clean scan, or push button

Application areas | CSSD | Door system

Door system



A complete,  
hygienic system
CSSDs have the highest hygienic demands.  
The Getinge IN2 Modular Ceiling System can  
accommodate your needs.

The modular ceiling system consists of a  
substructure, diffusors, room lights, and  
powder-coated steel ceiling cassettes that form 
a smooth false ceiling. These smooth, tightly 
sealed surfaces are easy and efficient to clean. 

The number of lights is calculated per lux  
requirements for the specific CSSD size.

Application areas | CSSD | Ceiling system

Ceiling system



For visibility and safety
Build visual connections with Getinge IN2 glass 
elements. 

Glass elements between rooms can allow  
light to pass through while creating a friendly 
and open atmosphere. Viewing windows can be 
included for the supervisor to view the CSSD.

• Hygienic: Frameless wall / window 
connections ensure hygienic standards

• Private: Optional blinds can be  
added for privacy

Pass-through windows support CSSD workflows 
by maintaining hygiene between dirty, clean, and 
sterile areas when transferring tools. 

Application areas | CSSD | Glass elements

Glass elements



Optimizing  
sterile reprocessing 
Prevent cross-contamination with Getinge  
infection control solutions for your CSSD. 

As a global player providing solutions for sterile 
reprocessing, Getinge is your dedicated partner 
in the field of infection control.

We offer a comprehensive range of tailored  
products, solutions and consumables for  
cleaning, disinfection, and sterilization. Let us 
show you how we can tailor solutions to your 
specific infection control needs. 

Application areas | CSSD | Additional CSSD portfolio by Getinge | Sterile reprocessing equipment | T-DOC | Scrub sinks

Additional CSSD portfolio by Getinge
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The Circle for Life
Optimized sterile reprocessing is about timing 
and control. Getinge is the expert in creating a 
seamless workflow of instrument reprocessing. 

We can help you develop a streamlined and 
cost-effective process, from the moment the  
instruments have been used, to the moment 
when they are safe and ready to be used again. 

Through innovation and experience, we share 
our services, expertise, and integrated solutions 
that help improve your workflows. When you 
need to deliver the safest surgery for your  
patients, we are with your every step of the way 
so that you can keep saving lives.

A never-ending process – A Circle for Life.

Application areas | CSSD | Additional CSSD portfolio by Getinge | Sterile reprocessing equipment | T-DOC | Scrub sinks
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T-DOC sterile supply  
management 
Ensure complete traceability, optimized  
resource utilization and on-time delivery  
for surgeries. 

T-DOC provides complete traceability to  
the patient and ensures on-time delivery of  
instruments for surgeries.

T-DOC delivers detailed, continuous information 
regarding the sterile supply workflow to support 
better planning and utilization.

By identifying which instruments and trays to 
use first based on expiry date, T-DOC reduces 
time-consuming and costly resterilization. 

Patients can feel confident about production 
quality and adherence to infection control  
standards. T-DOC minimizes the risk of hospital- 
acquired infections, but also enables hospital 
staff to identify patients impacted by the unlikely 
event of a recall.

Application areas | CSSD | Additional CSSD portfolio by Getinge | Sterile reprocessing equipment | T-DOC | Scrub sinks
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The importance  
of hand hygiene
The human element plays a critical role  
in the success of your sterile reprocessing.  
Hand washing is an important step. 

Encourage compliance with Getinge stainless 
steel sinks positioned strategically within the 
natural workflow.

The WHO recommends* providing sinks at the 
entrance to the dirty area and inspection and 
packing (IAP) zone to increase hand washing 
compliance. Guidelines for proper washing  
technique should be posted nearby to reinforce 
the importance of washing hands and drying 
thoroughly before donning gloves or completing 
tasks in the CSSD.

*   https://www.who.int/publications/i/item/9789240025882 
(accessed October 2021)

Application areas | CSSD | Additional CSSD portfolio by Getinge | Sterile reprocessing equipment | T-DOC | Scrub sinks
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Hospitals are high-stress facilities. Create a 
calming environment in corridors, holding, and 
recovery areas with Getinge IN2.

The same customized, attractive, and hygienic 
solution can provide a durable modular design 
for public-facing areas. From printed panels to 
creative lighting and design elements, Getinge 
IN2 can be used to create a gentle, functional 
surrounding, especially in the absence of  
natural light.

Getinge IN2 can be used in:

• Recovery and preparation rooms
• Adjacent rooms (store rooms, scrub rooms, 

control rooms etc. )
• Wards
• Patient rooms
• Corridors
• Endoscopy rooms 
• Cath labs

Create a calming  
environment

Other areas

Ward Patient room Adjacent roomsCath lab
Recovery and 
preparation room Corridor



Supportive and healing  
environments
Patients spend most of their waking time in  
the wards. A positive, healing environment is 
essential to promote fast recovery. 

With Getinge Getinge IN2, you can enhance  
the ward environment with images of nature, 
windows, ceiling skylights, wood-effect HPL,  
or decorative illuminated panels.

And the modular wall system serves a dual  
purpose: Integrated gas, electrical, and network  
connections behind the bed can ensure ergo-
nomic access to patients. 

• A virtually unlimited selection of images, 
colors, and motifs

• Convenient integrated access to head  
of bed connections

• HPL or Solid surface wall elements 
recommended

Application areas | Other application areas | Ward

Ward



Sterile and soothing
Recovery and preparation rooms don’t have to 
be intimidating for patients. 

The recovery and preparation rooms are the  
areas that patients most associate with their  
surgery and the corresponding feelings of  
anxiety and discomfort. They need to be clean 
and sterile, without adding to patient stress.

With Getinge IN2, you can rest assured that  
surfaces will be easy to clean and disinfect.  
But these rooms don’t have to be intimidating  
for patients. The modular walls and ceilings  
of Getinge IN2 allow you to combine high- 
performance materials with attractive prints  
and colors, reducing stress and improving  
patients’ experiences.

Application areas | Other application areas | Recovery and preparation room

Recovery and preparation room



Create a positive  
impression
Patient rooms are the area where the patient 
and visiting family members spend the most time.

They form positive or negative impressions of the 
hospital here. That’s why it’s important to create 
a positive environment that balances functional-
ity and appearance.

A highlight wall is placed at the head of the bed. 
It includes integrated gas, electrical, and network 
outlets for clinical ergonomics; the nurse  
call system; monitors; examination lights; and 
horizontal rails for IV poles and baskets.

It can feature aesthetic benefits as well,  
including:

• Backlit illuminated motifs of messages
• Colored panels
• White boards for pediatric patients to draw on

Modular Getinge IN2 panels are available  
in Solid surface material, HPL, or glass for a  
customized appearance. 

Application areas | Other application areas | Patient room | Solid surface highlight wall

Patient room
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Customized accents
Improve your patients’ experience  
with highlight walls.

Create a comforting environment for patients 
and their families with the addition of a highlight 
wall behind the bed. Whether you prefer a  
customized full wall or just a few modular panels, 
you can create an accent that improves the  
patient experience.

Options can include:

• Backlit engraved design with  
different light colors

• Backlit message
• Color emphasis on the gas and other  

outlets behind the bed or concealed  
on the side of the wall panels

• Monitor arm and rails
• Whiteboard

Application areas | Other application areas | Patient room | Solid surface highlight wall

Solid surface highlight wall
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Durable and attractive
Getinge IN2 unites ambitious interior architec-
ture with maximum functionality. 

Hospital corridors require durable, hygienic  
materials that can cope with frequent bumps 
and knocks. 

Both Getinge IN2 stainless steel and HPL panels 
are ideal for high-traffic areas. These collision- 
proof modular panels can bring color or imagery 
to windowless corridors, improving appearance 
and reducing tension for staff, patients,  
and families.

Wall colors can be assigned to each department 
to help create a sense of direction and flow.

Application areas | Other application areas | Corridors

Corridors



Modular for growth
The cath lab faces unique challenges:  
appearance and growth. Getinge can help  
with both.

Many cath lab procedures are performed with 
patients who are awake, but sedated. Getinge 
IN2 printed wall panels can introduce soothing 
natural imagery that can help reduce patient 
anxiety during a stressful time.

Some hospitals have long-term plans to convert 
their cath labs to multidisciplinary Hybrid ORs. 
Modular Getinge IN2 panels can be easily re-
configured and repositioned to accommodate 
the new spaces and advanced equipment  
required in a Hybrid OR.

Application areas | Other application areas | Cath lab

Cath lab



Flexibility for upgrades  
and changes
Choose a system that meets your  
requirements – today and tomorrow.

When hospitals make changes or upgrades  
to the surgical suite, it’s not just the OR that’s  
affected. Adjacent rooms – including control 
rooms, storerooms, and scrub rooms – also  
require modification.

With Getinge IN2 in your adjacent rooms, you 
can easily make changes when needed. The  
reusable and repositionable modular panels are 
the foundation for future growth.

Application areas | Other application areas | Adjacent rooms

Adjacent rooms



Square Room Module GetTainerOR GetTainer CSSD GetTainerICU GetTainer

How can you maintain OR, ICU, or CSSD  
capabilities during a renovation, or add capacity 
in a crisis? The Getinge GetTainer can help. This 
flexible and mobile solution provides additional 
capacity when you need it most.

Getinge GetTainer offers:

• Hygienic, functional spaces  
for high-acuity patient care

• Flexible, cost-effective configurations  
to meet your needs

• Short construction times

Flexible, mobile solutions

GetTainer



When you need more
We’ll make room for you!  
With our OR GetTainer solution.

Ensure the best possible care, use resources  
optimally, and achieve constant capacity  
utilization. With the OR GetTainer, we can help 
you manage a crisis, continue working during 
renovations, or temporarily compensate for 
workload spikes. 

Together we will develop your individual  
OR GetTainer room concept from foundation 
planning to necessary equipment. 

IN2 by Getinge | GetTainer | OR GetTainer | ICU GetTainer | CSSD GetTainer | Square Room Module GetTainer

OR GetTainer

Square Room Module GetTainerICU GetTainer CSSD GetTainerOR GetTainer



Increased capacity  
in a crisis
ICU GetTainer offers flexible acute care in the 
smallest of spaces.

Acting quickly and guaranteeing supply are  
prerequisites for the acute care of critically ill  
patients. Your ICU GetTainer helps you manage 
crisis situations, maintain patient care during  
construction work, or temporarily increase  
your capacity.

We’ll work with you to develop an ICU GetTainer 
room concept that meets your needs  
– from foundation planning to equipment. 

IN2 by Getinge | GetTainer | OR GetTainer | ICU GetTainer | CSSD GetTainer | Square Room Module GetTainer

ICU GetTainer
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Maintain sterile supply
CSSD GetTainer – Sterile supply management 
done right.

The supply of sterile goods for operations must 
be maintained and processes adapted during 
renovations. At the same time hygiene standards 
must be observed and personnel must be pro-
tected from noise and dust.

The CSSD GetTainer allows you to easily manage 
and maintain your supply of sterile goods un-
impeded and away from the building site. Moving 
CSSD processes eliminates the costs and extended 
timelines associated with additional hygiene 
measures that would be necessary in a con-
struction zone. By temporarily moving the CSSD 
out of the renovation zone, construction can 
proceed freely without disruptions. This simplifies 
construction processes and streamlines timelines. 

IN2 by Getinge | GetTainer | OR GetTainer | ICU GetTainer | CSSD GetTainer | Square Room Module GetTainer

CSSD GetTainer
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Versatile acute care
Square Room Modules are your flexible solution 
for large buildings and halls.

Do you need to establish acute care in halls  
or large buildings? The GetTainer Square Room 
Module will assist you so that you can act  
quickly to ensure uninterrupted care for critically 
ill patients. 

Whether you are managing crisis situations, main-
taining patient care during construction work, or 
temporarily increasing your capacity, the GetTainer 
Square Room Module can help to maintain or  
increase capacity.

Let us help you develop an individual Square Room 
Module and equipment to meet your needs. 

IN2 by Getinge | GetTainer | OR GetTainer | ICU GetTainer | CSSD GetTainer | Square Room Module GetTainer

Square Room Module GetTainer
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Getinge at your service

360° services

Selecting the right partner is crucial when it 
comes to the smooth implementation of changes 
in sensitive areas of a hospital. Whether investing 
in a new building, a modernization, or expansion, we 
can help you take precise account of all aspects 
of complex planning and medical technologies. 

Getinge provides 360-degree services – centered 
on your specific needs – to improve efficiency and 
create value throughout the entire chain of health-
care delivery. Combining your service require-
ments with Getinge can help to ensure higher 
quality of care, increased patient safety, equipment 
uptime, staff satisfaction, and optimized use of 
resources. 

We offer healthcare services from every angle, all 
coordinated and aligned to meet your operational 
and financial goals.

Consultancy  
and workflow

Value Creation 
Partnership FinancingInstallationProduction

Project 
management

Planning  
and design



Planning for  
long-term success
When planning a project for an average period 
of use of two decades, it’s crucial to get things 
right from the start. 

Planning combines collective vision, intention, 
direction, and clearly defined outcomes. Our in-
tensive analysis will help you allocate resources 
and cost-effectively optimize your workflows.

We are there with you from the earliest concep-
tual stages, through design and construction. 
We’ll help you gain an understanding of capacity 
need, learn the optimized logistic flow of  
instruments, equipment, and staff, and can even 
give you a photo-realistic walk-through of your 
future facility.

Careful planning and state-of-the-art products 
lay the foundation for a flexible future-proof  
investment. You will be positioned to respond 
quickly to trends, technologies, and changing  
requirements. 

Application areas | Consultancy and workflow

Consultancy and workflow



Focus on patients
Clinicians strive to balance high-quality patient 
care with increased workloads. 

Every minute gained through optimized  
processes, improved ergonomics, or enhanced 
effectiveness can reduce staff stress and  
improve the focus on patients.

Intelligent, up-to-date workflow concepts  
increase efficiency through safe and seamless 
working processes. Many years of experience  
in the medical sector have given us a deep  
understanding of clinical routines and hospital 
workflows.

Intensive analysis during the planning phase 
helps you to understand the flow of patients, 
personnel, and instruments through the CSSD, 
OR, and ICU, and how to accommodate that 
workflow long term.

Walkthrough videosRoom layout 3D renders Panoramic views
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Designing for efficiency
Your work is the core value in a hospital. 

Our aim is to arrange a working environment 
with high-sophisticated products which allows  
you to work efficiently. 

We make the best use of current resources  
while leaving plenty of space for changes. With 
Getinge as a partner, your planned facility will  
not only be able to respond quickly to trends, 
technologies, and new requirements but also  
optimize workflows.

Based on our experience, we developed  
optimized room type examples and planning 
concepts that are designed to improve everyday 
working life while adhering to your strict budgets 
and deadlines. We take the lessons learned from 
our workflow analysis, engage with all relevant 
parties, and work with your specific requirements 
to arrange a room which supports your work in 
the best possible way.

Walkthrough videosRoom layout 3D renders Panoramic views
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Room layout



An accessible preview
Gather relevant design feedback by reviewing 
3D renders of your design.

These photo-realistic renderings can help staff 
get an accessible and understandable preview  
of the design proposals. This sneak peek gives 
everyone the opportunity to provide accurate 
and relevant feedback. 

3D renders can include top views, interior views, 
and can show one room or the whole department.

Walkthrough videosRoom layout 3D renders Panoramic views
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3D renders



Views from every angle
Panoramic views allow for 360° immersion into 
the proposed design.

Simply click on a QR code to be taken “into”  
the OR, ICU, or other hospital area. Moving the 
phone around will reveal an augmented reality 
view of every corner of the space, from ceiling  
to ground.

Panoramic views are developed early in the  
project to give you accurate insights into the 
proposed design.

   
Take a look all by yourself!
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Animations make the  
design come to life
Follow the flow of the department with our 
walkthrough videos.

These photo-realistic walk-throughs and  
animations help you to visualize and understand 
the design in context. 

Walkthrough videos are a great way for  
hospital staff to get an accessible view and  
provide feedback on the design proposals. 

   
Take a look all by yourself!
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Your trusted partner for 
large healthcare projects
Building in sensitive areas of a hospital can be  
a challenge. 

Not only do you need to focus on official require-
ments, such as fire protection, but also the unique 
challenge of implementing and combining the 
many individual elements into a fully functioning 
complete system. Getinge brings decades of  
experience to complex project management.

Your experienced Getinge project manager acts 
as your trusted partner, coordinating, planning, 
and supervising each project to achieve efficient 
results in the specified time frame.

Your personal project manager ensures clear, 
traceable flow for all project phases. They support 
the project to meet official requirements. Each 
implementation is carefully planned to achieve 
efficient results.

Application areas | Project management

Project management



Sustainable quality
At Getinge we are committed to contribute to  
a more sustainable health care and society. 

Each high-quality element of Getinge IN2 is  
sustainably produced to the highest standards, 
and ready for even the most sensitive areas of 
the hospital.

We ensure that all custom-manufactured  
components are carefully coordinated and ready 
for construction, minimizing delays and ensuring 
a smooth installation process.

Application areas | Production

Production



Expect a smooth process
A smooth installation is not an exception;  
it is a matter of course.

When remodeling or retrofitting your healthcare 
facility, it’s critical to prevent disruption of  
ongoing procedures or care. That’s why Getinge 
developed modular room systems that install 
quickly and quietly.

Careful preparation and a team of specialists  
ensure that wall and ceiling elements are  
produced true to size for quick and accurate  
assembly. This allows you to concentrate on  
your daily duties while we handle the perfect  
installation.

Application areas | Installation

Installation



Making your project  
a reality
Our financial services are tailored to your needs.

The capital expense of a large-scale project  
can be daunting. Getinge can offer you a  
financial solution that can bring your project  
to life. Whether you need an entirely new facility,  
a renovation of a department, or renewal of 
equipment, we can help.

With our combination of high-quality medtech 
solutions and financial expertise, we will work  
together with you to find the right financing for 
your investment.

Application areas | Financing

Financing



The relentless drive  
towards value 
We are cooperating with you  
for long term success.

Hospitals are facing increasing pressure due to 
shifts in operational focus, a climate of growing 
demand, and increasing budget constraints.  
Selecting the right partner is critical when  
it comes to the smooth project implementation.

Whether you are planning a new building,  
modernizing, or expanding, individual solutions 
are always necessary to cover all aspects of 
complex logistics and medical technologies. We 
have decades of experience and expert know-
ledge to bring creative solutions to your project. 

Let us partner with you to leverage existing  
technologies and services while developing new 
solutions that achieve better clinical and efficien-
cy outcomes for the most important people in 
your hospital – your patients.

Application areas | Value Creation Partnership 

Value Creation Partnership 



We are proud to have established a unique 
worldwide standard for complete hospital  
solutions. Many hospitals have put their trust  
in our bundled products and expertise. 

Explore a gallery with examples from some  
of our 6,000 successful modular room system  
installations in nearly 70 countries.

A gallery of  
project successes

References
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The future of surgery
Diagnose and treat in a single location with  
integrated imaging technology.

The Hybrid OR is a single surgical workspace 
that combines one or more imaging technologies 
with a multifunctional radiolucent surgical table. 
It allows clinicians to use the C-arm, CT, or MRI 
to diagnose and treat in a single location. This  
reduces risk and delays, improves patient safety, 
and ultimately reduces healthcare costs.

A Hybrid OR allows you to fully leverage the  
technology today and sets the stage for the  
future as the complexity and frequency of  
your interventional and minimally invasive  
surgeries increases.
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Tzu Chi Hospital Hualien
Hualien, Taiwan

Scope of delivery 

Rooms 
•  1 Hybrid operating room

Equipment 
• Operating table systems (Maquet Magnus) 
• Ceiling supply units (Maquet Moduevo) 
• Surgical lights (Maquet PowerLED) 
• OR integration (Tegris) 
• Modular room systems (Getinge IN2)

Realization 
2019

   
Watch video on YouTube
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Yuanlin Christian Hospital 
Yuanlin, Taiwan 

Scope of delivery 

Rooms 
• 2 Hybrid operating rooms 
• 7 operating rooms 

Equipment 
• Operating table systems (Maquet Magnus) 
• Ceiling supply units (Maquet Modutec  

and M-Lifting) 
• Anesthesia systems (Flow-i) 
• Surgical lights with integrated cameras 

(Maquet PowerLED) 
• OR integration (Tegris) 
• Modular room systems (Getinge IN2)

Realization 
2015

   
Watch video on YouTube
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Yao Tokusyukai 
General Hospital  
Osaka, Japan 

Scope of delivery 

Rooms 
• 1 Hybrid operating room

Equipment 
• Operating table system (Maquet Magnus) 
• Ceiling supply units (Maquet Moduevo CSU 

and large display frame) 
• Surgical lights (PowerLED II) 
• OR integration (Tegris) 
• Modular room systems (Getinge IN2)

Realization 
2020

   
Watch video on YouTube

Okayama, JP
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CHU de Liège
Liège, Belgium 

Scope of delivery 

Rooms 
• 4 Hybrid operating rooms

Equipment 
• Operating table systems (Maquet Magnus) 
• Ceiling supply units (Maquet Moduevo) 
• Surgical lights (Maquet PowerLED II) 
• OR integration (Tegris) 
• Modular room systems (Getinge IN2)

Realization 
2020

   
Watch video on YouTube
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Okayama  
University Hospital 
Okayama, Japan 

Scope of delivery 

Rooms 
• 1 Hybrid operating room
• 19 operating rooms

Equipment 
• Operating table system (Maquet Magnus) 
• Ceiling supply units (Maquet Modutec) 
• Surgical lights (Maquet HLED) 
• OR integration (Tegris) 
• Modular room systems (Getinge IN2)

Realization 
2012

   
Watch video on YouTube
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The core of the hospital
We want you to spend less time focusing  
on equipment and processes and more time  
focusing on patients.

Getinge can help you deliver world-class care 
and smooth workflows, even as technology 
evolves and procedures become more complex.

The OR is at the intersection of many pro-
fessional disciplines, each with unique needs  
and requirements. The need for integrated  
solutions and access to knowledge is essential 
to ensure efficient workflows for the best  
treatment of patients.

Our comprehensive offering is based on  
decades of real-world experience in operating 
rooms. Strong customer relationships and a 
deep understanding of surgical environments 
have helped us deliver easy-to-use solutions  
for your OR.
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St. Elizabeth Hospital 
Leipzig, Germany 

Scope of delivery 

Rooms 
• 2 operating rooms

Equipment 
• Operating table systems (Maquet Otesus)
• Ceiling supply units (Maquet Moduevo)
• Surgical lights (Maquet PowerLED II)
• OR integration (Tegris)
• Modular room systems (Getinge IN2)

Realization 
2018

   
Watch video on YouTube
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Algemeen Stedelijk  
Ziekenhuis (ASZ) 
Aalst, Belgium

Scope of delivery 

Rooms 
• 7 operating rooms
• Ancilliary rooms
• Corridors
• Recovery room
• Holding area

Equipment 
• Operating tables (Maquet Magnus)
• Ceiling supply units (Maquet Modutec)
• Surgical lights (Maquet PowerLED)
• Modular Room Systems (Getinge IN2)

Realization 
2013

   
Watch video on YouTube
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Centralsjukhuset Karlstad
Karlstad, Sweden

Scope of delivery 

Rooms 
• 15 operating rooms 
• 1 Hybrid operating room
• Preparation rooms
• Corridors and scrubs
• Recovery area

Equipment 
• Operating table systems (Maquet Magnus)
• Ceiling supply units (Maquet Modutec)
• Surgical lights (Maquet PowerLED)
• OR integration (Tegris)
• Flush mounted monitors
• Sterilizers and washers
• Sterile supply management (T-DOC)
• Modular room systems (Getinge IN2)

Realization 
2016
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Yonemori Hospital 
Kagoshima, Japan

Scope of delivery 

Rooms 
• 9 operating rooms
• 10 intensive care units
• 3 emergency rooms

Equipment 
• Operating tables
• Ceiling supply units
• Surgical lights
• OR integration
• Modular room systems (Getinge IN2)

Realization 
2014

   
Watch video on YouTube
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Centre Léon Bérard
Lyon, France

Scope of delivery 

Rooms 
• 11 operating rooms 
• Ancillary rooms 
• Recovery room 
• Waiting area 
• Corridors

Equipment 
• Operating tables 
• Ceiling supply units 
• Surgical lights 
• OR integration 
• Modular room systems (Getinge IN2)

Realization 
2013
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Clinique Montbrillant
La Chaux-de-Fonds, Switzerland

Scope of delivery 

Rooms 
• 3 operating rooms
• Recovery room
• Sterile storage
• Cleaning and sterilization department
• Corridors

Equipment 
• Operating tables 
• Ceiling supply units 
• Surgical lights 
• Modular room systems (Getinge IN2)

Realization 
2012
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Hokkaido Ohno  
Memorial Hospital
Sapporo, Hokkaido, Japan

Scope of delivery 

Rooms 
• 7 operating rooms 
• 1 Hybrid operating room 
• Central sterile supply department 
• Intensive care units

Equipment 
•  OR table systems and mobile OR tables 
•  Ceiling supply units 
•  Surgical lights 
•  OR integration 
•  Anesthesia machines 
•  Ventilators, beds 
•  Washer-disinfectors and sterilizers 
•  Drying cabinets 
•  Modular room systems (Getinge IN2)

Realization 
2016

   
Watch video on YouTube
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Support for the critically ill
Your critically ill patients need specialized  
medical treatment in psychologically  
supportive surroundings that promote  
well-being and healing. 

Getinge offers state-of-the-art products and 
solutions that can support the best possible  
outcomes in the ICU. We can help you improve 
workflows and monitor conditions, all within  
attractive surroundings that minimize stress  
for patients and their families.

We can help you provide comprehensive  
treatment with complementary equipment  
and therapies.
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Aseer Central Hospital
Abha, Saudi Arabia

Scope of delivery 

Rooms 
• 22 intensive care units
• 5 isolation rooms
• Corridors

Equipment 
• Ceiling supply units
• Modular room systems (Getinge IN2)

Realization 
2012

   
Watch video on YouTube
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Jordan Hospital
Amman, Jordan

Scope of delivery 

Rooms 
• 12 intensive care units
• 27 auxiliary rooms 
• Corridors

Equipment 
• Ceiling supply units 

(Maquet Moduevo ICU double pendants)
• Examination lights (Maquet Lucea 40)
• Mechanical ventilation (Servo-u, Servo-air)
• Modular room systems (Getinge IN2)

Realization 
2019

   
Watch video on YouTube
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Sterile instruments,  
ready when needed
Your hospital needs a steady supply of sterile 
instruments for the OR. An optimized central 
sterile supply department (CSSD) workflow  
ensures a smooth flow of sterile goods to  
prevent procedure delays. 

It is important to design a safe, smart,  
efficient, and ergonomic process for the CSSD 
right from the beginning. We recommend  
dividing the CSSD into three zones with two  
barriers to optimize hygiene and prevent 
cross-contamination. The zones are separated 
by pass-through washer-disinfectors 
(first barrier) and sterilizers (second barrier).
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Maternity and  
Children Hospital
Al Hassa, Saudi Arabia 

Scope of delivery 

Rooms 
• Cleaning 
• Washing and sterilization department 
• Storage

Equipment 
• Washer-disinfectors and sterilizers 
• Modular room systems (Getinge IN2)

Realization 
2011

   
Watch video on YouTube
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Supportive rooms for 
post-surgical recovery
The time immediately post-surgery can be  
disorienting and uncomfortable. Help to ease 
the transition with rooms that are attractive 
and soothing.

Natural scenes can create an atmosphere  
that helps anxious patients and families to  
relax. That’s why Getinge IN2 offers printed  
wall elements to bring soothing imagery to  
the post-op area.

There are no limits when it comes to your  
choice of imagery or color. Choose from hygienic, 
modular walls made from powder-coated  
stainless steel, HPL, glass, or Solid surface.
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Algemeen Stedelijk  
Ziekenhuis (ASZ)
Aalst, Belgium

Scope of delivery 

Rooms 
• 7 operating rooms 
• Ancillary rooms 
• Corridors 
• Recovery room
• Holding area

Equipment 
• Operating tables (Maquet Magnus)
• Ceiling supply units (Maquet Modutec)
• Surgical lights (Maquet PowerLED)
• Modular room systems (Getinge IN2)

Realization 
2013

   
Watch video on YouTube
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Centre Léon Bérard
Lyon, France

Scope of delivery 

Rooms 
• 11 operating rooms 
• Ancillary rooms 
• Recovery room 
• Waiting area 
• Corridors 

Equipment 
• Operating tables 
• Ceiling supply units 
• Surgical lights 
• OR integration 
• Modular room systems (Getinge IN2)

Realization 
2013

   
Watch video on YouTube
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With a firm belief that every person and community should have access to the best possible care, Getinge provides hospitals and life science 
institutions with products and solutions aiming to improve clinical results and optimize workflows. The offering includes products and solutions  
for intensive care, cardiovascular procedures, operating rooms, sterile reprocessing and life science. Getinge employs over 10,000 people  
worldwide and the products are sold in more than 135 countries.

This document is intended to provide information to an international audience outside of the US.
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www.getinge.com

This document is intended to provide information to an international audience outside of the US.  
The products may be pending regulatory approvals to be marketed in your country.  
Contact your Getinge representative for more information.
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